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CLASSIC
mattress & base set

The Classic Mattress & Base Set has been designed to provide firm support 
for those who prefer a more robust feel in their mattress. The classic collection 
forms a part of our Everyday Low Price range. Features Bonnell springs and 
foam layers for comfort. Layers of foam distribute pressure evenly across the 
mattress, cushioning your body whatever your sleeping position.

bonnell spring 

80 kg per side
weight range

3 Year warranty
warranty
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st james
mattress & base set

Covered in a high quality knitted quilted fabric, this mattress is knitted rather 
than woven, creating a ‘stretchier’ and softer feel. The St James Mattress & 
Base Set also features Bonnell springs for posture support and foam layers 
for comfort. Layers of foam distribute pressure evenly across the mattress, 
cushioning your body whatever your sleeping position.

These layers also promote airflow within the mattress so you wake feeling 
refreshed.  Bonnell springs help to maintain correct posture, compressing 
where your body is heaviest and providing supportive comfort while you 
sleep.

bonnell spring 

90 kg per side
weight range

10 Year warranty
warranty
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Ortho-Rest
mattress & base set

The mattress is built from a generous 27cm (approx) of thick and luxuriant 
Foam.  Another benefit of the Ortho-Rest Mattress and Base Set is that it’s 
hypoallergenic, resistant to dust mites – an excellent choice if you are 
asthmatic or suffer from hay fever. High tensile Bonnell springs compress 
while retaining their firm shape, providing supportive comfort while you 
sleep.  Additional support around the mattress edges help to retain its 
shape, adds stability when sitting and sleeping, extends the sleeping sur-
face and the life of the mattress.

bonnell spring 

90 kg per side
weight range

10 Year warranty
warranty
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ORTHO kids
mattress & base set

deal for kids, the Megapedic Ortho Kids is the perfect solution for kids while 
growing. Featuring a Bonnell spring system that provides firm and comfort-
able support, this mattress will maintain your correct posture while sleeping. 
Complete with a micro protect treatment, this mattress is ideal for allergy suf-
ferers and keeps those pesky dust mites at bay.

bonnell spring 

80 kg per side
weight range

www.discountfurniturewholesalers.co.za
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Chiropractic
mattress & base set

When it comes to choosing a mattress, it’s what’s on the inside that counts. 
Featuring thick comfort layers, the Chiropractic Mattress & Base Set molds 
around your body, providing support with high quality Bonnell springs ensuring 
you wake on the right side of the bed, every morning. The mattress is covered 
in a high quality knitted fabric. The fabric is knitted rather than woven, creating 
a ‘stretchier’ and softer feel.

bonnell spring 

85 kg per side
weight range

10 Year warranty
warranty
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body contour
mattress & base set

Our Body Contour Mattress & Base set will make a great addition to any 
bedroom. As part of our Classic Collection, the Body Contour mattress 
represents amazing value without compromising on quality or comfort. Our 
traditionally open spring Body Contour mattress contains tufted  springs, 
providing you with even support over the entire sleeping area. Combined 
with deep layers of filling and covered with plush tufted damask cover, this 
mattress offers a comforting finish. Tufts are necessary to prevent the mat-
tress losing shape and collapsing. Forever keeps its shape.

fUll foam mattress 

120 kg per side
weight range

8 Year warranty
warranty
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xtream top
mattress & base set

Cradling your body in indulgent luxury, this Xtream Top Mattress & Base Set 
features a plush pillow top with a premium foam topper and a luscious comfort 
layer encased in smooth Aloe Vera knitted quilted fabric. The fabric is knitted 
rather than woven, creating a ‘stretchier’ and softer feel. A quilted top layer of 
foam in the posture top provides soft cushioning comfort for your body.

bonnell spring 

100 kg per side
weight range

12 Year warranty
warranty
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orthopedic
mattress & base set

When it comes to choosing a mattress, it’s what’s on the inside that counts. 
Featuring thick comfort layers, the Orthopedic Mattress & Base Set molds 
around your body, providing support with high quality Bonnell springs ensuring 
you wake on the right side of the bed, every morning.

no roll surface

100 kg per side
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty
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spine tech
mattress & base set

The Spine Tech Mattress & Base Set checks all the boxes on your wish list for 
a new innerspring mattress. The comfort layer is designed to provide the firm 
support you need, made with earth-friendly foam for a sleep you can feel good 
about. Factory-direct savings offers a level of quality and comfort at a price 
that won’t keep you up at night.

bonnell spring 
Posture perfect support & comfort

120 kg per side
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty
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b & b
mattress & base set

Featuring a blissfully comfortable pillow top and the supportive open coil 
spring system, the B&B is a great choice if you’re looking for that ideal balance 
of comfort and support. Megapedic exclusively designed spring system works 
to evenly distribute weight across the mattress, creating individual sleeping 
space and helping to reduce tossing and turning.

pillow top comfort

100 kg per side
weight range

12 Year warranty
warranty
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PREMIER
mattress & base set

Our Premier Mattress & Base set will make a great addition to any bedroom. 
As part of our Classic Collection, the Premier mattress represents amazing 
value without compromising on quality or comfort. Our traditionally open 
spring Premier mattress contains tufted  springs, providing you with even 
support over the entire sleeping area. Combined with deep layers of filling 
and covered with plush tufted damask cover, this mattress offers a 
comforting finish. Tufts are necessary to prevent the mattress losing shape 
and collapsing. Forever keeps its shape.

tufted
Holds springs in place for life

100 kg per side
weight range

10 Year warranty
warranty
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posture relief
mattress & base set

Drift off to sleep on this luxurious Posture Relief Mattress and Base set. Fea-
turing dual technologies to ensure restful slumber, the mattress combines HI-
TEC foam, comfort foam and innerspring coils to offer superior comfort and 
support. Thanks to the encased dual bonnel spring base, the mattress has a 
no roll surface, so you don’t disturb your partner if you move around during the 
night or get up early.  Enjoy the confidence that comes with sleeping on this 
antimicrobial mattress, which protects your family from germs.

bonnell spring 
Dual innerspring technologies

120kg per person
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty
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Relax spine health
mattress & base set

This Relax Spine Health Mattress & Base set combines state of the art tech-
nology and components for superb comfort and support. The top notch design 
incorporates memory foam, with ultimate Comfort and cutting-edge Relax 
Support System for a restful and restorative sleep. Plush comfort foam tech-
nology provides pressure relief, sumptuous comfort and enhanced airflow.

The cutting-edge Relax Support System provides all over support with zoned 
areas for extra support where your body needs it most. The encased duel 
spring operate independently of one another so that movement is isolated 
locally for minimal partner disturbance. A larger sleep area and a stronger 
mattress edge.

encased mattress

120 kg per side
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty
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comfort pocket
mattress & base set

Our Comfort Pocket Mattress & Base set will make a great addition to any 
bedroom. As part of our Classic Collection, the Comfort Pocket mattress 
represents amazing value without compromising on quality or comfort. Our 
traditionally open spring Comfort Pocket mattress contains tufted  springs, 
providing you with even support over the entire sleeping area. Combined 
with deep layers of filling and covered with plush tufted damask cover, this 
mattress offers a comforting finish. Tufts are necessary to prevent the 
mattress losing shape and collapsing. Forever keeps its shape.

pocket coil 
Do not disturb mattress

115 kg per side
weight range

12 Year warranty
warranty

memory foam 
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EXTRA WEIGHT
mattress & base set

Reach the height of sleeping comfort with the Extra Weight Mattress & Base 
Set. A superior bamboo blend fabric and a quilted foam top incorporate cool-
ing technology with breath ability offering you the best for a better night’s 
sleep. This Mattress is made for the Big Boys and Big Girls. It can hold up to 
150 kg per side. Soft blend fabric with incorporated cooling technology and 
breathable border fabrics allow for increased airflow throughout the mattress. 
Micro protect quilting foam provides protection against dust mites, great for 
allergy sufferers.

pocket coil 
Do not disturb mattress

150 kg per side
weight range

12 Year warranty
warranty

memory foam 
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Platinum Pocket
mattress & base set

More than just the top-of-the-line Megapedic Mattress, the Platinum Pocket 
Mattress & Base Set is the ultimate mattress. With features like Hybrid Pillow 
Top, Encased side Pocket Coil Spring System? this collection delivers excep-
tional comfort, adaptability, and support unlike anything else.

Encased side Pocket Coil Spring System

120 kg per side
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty

memory foam 

encased mattress
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golden pocket
mattress & base set

More than just the top-of-the-line Megapedic Mattress, the Golden Pocket 
Mattress & Base Set is the ultimate mattress. With features like Hybrid  Euro 
Top, Encased side Pocket Coil Spring System? this collection delivers excep-
tional comfort, adaptability, and support unlike anything else.

Encased side Pocket Coil Spring System

120 kg per side
weight range

20 Year warranty
warranty

encased mattress

latex foam
thick euro top
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